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Today’s Agenda
Here’s what we’ll cover:



What’s a landing page?

Definition
A landing page is a stand-alone web page created about a specific topic to acquire a lead’s contact 
info through opt-in forms and gated content.

Landing pages are designed to funnel traffic toward a specific action. They are called landing pages 
because marketers typically send traffic to it from other online destinations, like a Facebook Ad, 
and the visitor "lands" on this page.

Landing pages are often optimized for conversions. This means that they have prominent opt-in 
forms and lack the typical website navigation.

https://www.activecampaign.com/glossary/landing-page#:~:text=Definition,traffic%20toward%20a%20specific%20action.


What is the “Rule of One”?



What is the “Rule of One”?

The Rule of One is a framework that helps you create powerful, high-converting copy. 
Instead of scrambling to figure out what to put on a page, the Rule of One helps you know 
exactly what to say.

It states that your copywriting should:

1. Target One Reader
2. Present One Big Idea
3. Make One Promise
4. Offer One Offer Pro tip: work backwards!

https://copyhackers.com/the-rule-of-one-landing-page-copywriting/?source=post_page---------------------------


One addition —

One landing page per marketing campaign

Your ads, emails, social posts, or web links that drive traffic to the landing page must match the 
message of your landing page.

This is critical to the success of your page — if the messages don’t match, your visitors will be 
confused and will leave without a second thought.



How to use the Rule of One to write 
a landing page



The Rule of One

1. Target One Reader
2. Present One Big Idea
3. Make One Promise
4. Offer One Offer

1. One Offer
2. One Promise
3. One Big Idea
4. One Reader

The order they see it. The way you build it.



The Rule of One

1. One Offer

2. One Promise



One Offer...  just one?

It’s tempting to put multiple offers on your landing page, but it will tank your conversion 
rate. (Try it and compare results in Google Analytics if you need proof).

Everything starts with the offer! It’s the entire purpose of the landing page and the 
campaign. What does your reader get from converting? What are you making available to 
them?

● Ebooks
● Email subscriptions
● Free trials
● Free demos
● Physical products

● Online courses
● Discount codes
● Free quotes
● Consultations
● Contest entry



Why you need only One

Hick’s Law states that it takes people longer to make a decision if they have more options 
to choose from. And the longer it takes to make a decision, the more likely people are to 
give up.

Image Source

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hick's_law
https://www.shopify.com/partners/blog/choice-paralysis


Source

4 offers → 1 offer

A 42% increase in clicks!

Resulted in

https://www.marketingsherpa.com/article/case-study/whirlpool-lift-clickthrough-testing-culture


It comes down to this:

If your landing page has more than one offer, readers will get distracted — and will be less likely 
to convert.

People won’t choose – they’ll just leave.



The Rule of One

2. One Promise



One Promise

Your One Promise is what helps people understand why they should accept your offer. Usually 
that means:

➔ Showing how your offer will benefit them
➔ Showing them how your offer removes a burning pain point

You can think of a great promise as the difference between “what this is” and “what you get.”



What happens if they convert?

“Last year over one million quarter-inch drills were sold—not because people wanted 
quarter-inch drills but because they wanted quarter-inch holes. When you buy an 

automobile you buy transportation. When you buy a mattress you are buying 
comfortable sleep. When you buy carbon paper you are buying copies.”

— Leo McGivena, publicity manager of “The Daily News” 1940s



Don’t sell the drill...

● Don’t sell the drill → promise the beautiful painting hanging on your living room wall

● Don’t sell the car →  promise the freedom of the open road

● Don’t sell the mattress → promise the feeling of waking up after a great night’s sleep

● Don’t sell the paper → promise the phone ringing off the hook because everyone has seen your flyer



What it is. What you get. Source

https://www.marketingsherpa.com/article/case-study/testing-location-based-pages-increases-conversion


The Rule of One

2. One Promise

3. One Big Idea



“It takes a big idea to attract the attention of consumers and get them to buy your 
product. Unless your advertising contains a big idea, it will pass like a ship in the 

night. I doubt if more than one campaign in a hundred contains a big idea.”

– David Ogilvy



One Big Idea > a bunch of little ideas
If you’re trying to sell a car, you could list out the features:

● 4 doors
● 4 wheels
● Steering wheel
● Bluetooth sync
● Front and side airbags
● Automatic parking
● Seat warmers
● 360 degree camera system
● State-of-the-art brakes
● Auto dimming mirrors

● Cruise control
● Horsepower
● Quilted leather interior
● Premium sound system
● Stored driver preferences
● Blindspot alerts
● Lane drifting assistance
● Power windows
● GPS navigation
● WiFi hotspot
● Multi-zone climate system

OR



“Make your commute the most luxurious 
part of your day.”



Quick! Memorize this:

18121945177620211492



Got it?



What about now?

1812 | 1945 | 1776 | 2021 | 1492



Humans don’t have unlimited memory space

In fact, we’re only able to hold 
about 5-9 things in our heads at 
any 1 time.

We know this thanks to 
psychologist George A. Miller's 
work in the 1950s

But you can work around the 
limitation with “chunking”

Or the grouping of small groups of 
information into “chunks”

https://books.google.com/books/about/The_Magical_Number_Seven_Plus_Or_Minus_T.html?id=qmqsnQEACAAJ
https://books.google.com/books/about/The_Magical_Number_Seven_Plus_Or_Minus_T.html?id=qmqsnQEACAAJ


“Here, Steve, catch!”

Source

https://www.amazon.com/Insanely-Simple-Obsession-Drives-Success/dp/1591846218


The Rule of One

2. One Promise

4. One Reader



“Imagine the one person you’re helping with this piece of writing. And 
then write directly to that person (using ‘you’ as opposed to ‘people’ or 

‘they’). Connect your reader to the issue you’re writing about (again, 
why does it matter to him or her?), perhaps by relaying a scenario or 
telling a story. Put your reader (or someone just like him or her) into 

your story right up front — because you want the reader to recognize 
and relate to an issue.”

– Ann Handley in Everybody Writes

https://www.amazon.com/Everybody-Writes-Go-Creating-Ridiculously/dp/1118905555


Make it all about “you”

● “Sales made simple” → “You hate guesswork and busywork 
— so we made sales less work”

Source

● “Break through native reporting limitations” →  “Get the 
reports your CRM can’t give you — without the headache it 
does”

● “Our contact management and segmentation system is 
intuitive” → “You’ll never let a lead fall through the cracks 
again.”

● “Assign a numerical value to a corresponding action for 
optimized contact insight” → “You’ll know who your hottest 
leads are at a glance.”

https://www.amazon.com/Persuasive-Advertising-Evidence-based-Scott-Armstrong/dp/1403913439


What does it take to get someone to “do something”?

Image source

But what exactly 
happens here?

https://medium.com/@MarkManson/the-do-something-principle-aa6ed04a8a33
https://kierantie.com/a/action-before-motivation


Image source

Research on consumer behavior shows that attention and comprehension 
change based on personal relevance. This is called “felt involvement” — people 
need to feel involved in what your landing page promises.

http://www.wholechildeducation.org/blog/motivation-attention-memory-cognition-and-action
https://academic.oup.com/jcr/article-abstract/15/2/210/1841472


Get your One 
Reader involved!

The challenge is getting, and holding, the 
Reader’s attention. There are 2 main ways to 
do this:

1. Directly addressing their pain points

2. Using the exact words that they use to 
describe their problems (Voice of 
Customer)



Source

https://copyhackers.com/2014/10/amazon-review-mining/


The 6 elements of a  
high-converting landing page



The 6 elements of a 
high-converting 
landing page:

1. Headline



Your headline has 1 job:

For best results:

1. Match the message
2. Create curiosity

Get the One Reader to keep reading.

Source

Source

https://swiped.co/file/they-laughed-when-i-sat-down-at-the-piano-by-john-caples/
https://www.activecampaign.com/lp/partner/subject-line-webinar


Pull some levers!

Source
1. Ask a curiosity-inducing question
2. Start a sequence of events, but don’t finish
3. Do something unexpected
4. Imply you have info they don’t
5. Imply they used to know something that they’ve since forgotten

http://www.andrew.cmu.edu/user/gl20/GeorgeLoewenstein/Papers_files/pdf/PsychofCuriosity.pdf


The 6 elements of a 
high-converting 
landing page:

2. Features and benefits



Features vs. Benefits — What do you focus on?

Ask yourself 2 questions:

1. Who is my One Reader and what is their stage of awareness?

2. Is my offer hedonic (luxury, nice to have) or utilitarian (practical, need to have)?



Stages of awareness

1. Unaware. People who don’t know they have a problem.

2. Pain Aware. People who know they have a problem, but don’t know how to solve it.

3. Solution Aware. People who know that there are solutions to their problem, but don’t know 

about your solution.

4. Product Aware. People who know you have a product, but don’t know much about it.

5. Most Aware. People who know a lot about your product and what you offer.



Source

http://source


The 6 elements of a 
high-converting 
landing page:

3. Social proof



Social proof = trust
91% of 18-34 year olds trust online reviews as much as personal recommendations.

93% of consumers say that online reviews influenced their purchase decisions.

https://www.brightlocal.com/learn/local-consumer-review-survey/
http://learn.podium.com/rs/841-BRM-380/images/2017-SOOR-Infographic.jpg


The 6 elements of a 
high-converting 
landing page:

4. Visuals



Visual hierarchy

Source

https://signalvnoise.com/posts/2991-behind-the-scenes-ab-testing-part-3-final


Worth a thousand words? Or a thousand dollars?

Source

https://signalvnoise.com/posts/2991-behind-the-scenes-ab-testing-part-3-final


The 6 elements of a 
high-converting 
landing page:

5. Colors 🎉



How much does color really matter?

Source

https://thelogocompany.net/blog/infographics/psychology-color-logo-design/


Consistency or Contrast?

Source

https://www.marketingdonut.co.uk/blog/15/03/how-colours-affect-email-response


The 6 elements of a 
high-converting 
landing page:

6. Call-to-action



What do you want?!

1. Visual prominence
2. Clear CTA copy
3. Low friction



The secret weapon to increasing 
conversion rates



Testing, testing...



ActiveCampaign Pages!

Pages!

https://www.activecampaign.com/landing-pages


Multimedia Content Manager

@esanteralli

Thank you!

@ernie-santeralli


